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Traumatic brain injury (TBI) frequently produces impairments of attention in humans. These can result in a failure to maintain consis-
tent goal-directed behavior. A predominantly right-lateralized frontoparietal network is often engaged during attentionally demanding
tasks. However, lapses of attention have also been associated with increases in activation within the default mode network (DMN). Here,
we study TBI patients with sustained attention impairment, defined on the basis of the consistency of their behavioral performance over
time.Weshow that sustainedattention impairments inpatients are associatedwith an increase inDMNactivation, particularlywithin the
precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex. Furthermore, the interaction of the precuneus with the rest of the DMN at the start of the task,
i.e., its functional connectivity, predicts which patients go on to show impairments of attention. Importantly, this predictive information
is present before any behavioral evidence of sustained attention impairment, and the relationship is also found in a subgroup of patients
without focal brain damage. TBI often results in diffuse axonal injury, which produces cognitive impairment by disconnecting nodes in
distributed brain networks. Using diffusion tensor imaging, we demonstrate that structural disconnection within the DMN also corre-
lates with the level of sustained attention. These results show that abnormalities in DMN function are a sensitivemarker of impairments
of attention and suggest that changes in connectivity within theDMNare central to the development of attentional impairment after TBI.
Introduction
Consistent goal-directed behavior is dependent on the ability
to sustain attention over time. A predominantly right-sided
frontoparietal system is often engaged during attentionally
demanding tasks (Paus et al., 1997; Coull et al., 1998), and
damage to these regions can lead to impairments of sustained
attention (Rueckert and Grafman, 1996; Malhotra et al.,
2009). However, brain activity within the default mode net-
work (DMN) also tracks fluctuations in attention (Weissman
et al., 2006; Hayden et al., 2009), showing reduced activation
during most attentionally demanding tasks (Raichle et al.,
2001; Buckner et al., 2008).
The DMN consists of a set of brain regions that show highly
correlated brain activity and high metabolic demands at rest
(Raichle et al., 2001). The posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), pre-
cuneus, and parts of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC)
are its midline components. These regions have dense whitemat-
ter connections, suggesting they form part of the brain’s struc-
tural core (Hagmann et al., 2008). Disruption of the DMN is
clinically important, and abnormalities are observed in various
neurological and psychiatric disorders (Greicius, 2008). One
function of the network is to support internally directed mental
activity (Gusnard et al., 2001;Mason et al., 2007). In addition, the
DMN is often thought of as a counterpoint to brain regions in-
volved in cognitive control (Seeley et al., 2007). Their interaction
may be important for regulating the focus of attention (Hampson
et al., 2006; Gilbert et al., 2007; Leech et al., 2011), perhaps pro-
moting a coordinated balance between internally and externally
directed thought (Raichle, 2010).
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) patients are particularly im-
paired at maintaining consistent behavioral performance and
provide a unique opportunity to study the neural basis of sus-
tained attention (Stuss et al., 1989; Whyte et al., 1995). These
attentional deficits result in part fromdiffuse axonal injury (DAI)
(Scheid et al., 2003), which often affects the structural core of the
brain, potentially disrupting the DMN (Povlishock and Katz,
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2005; Hagmann et al., 2008). Previous studies of attentional im-
pairment after TBI have often shown increased activation within
the frontoparietal attentional network (Levine et al., 2006;
Scheibel et al., 2007; Smits et al., 2009), which have generally been
interpreted as a compensatory response to brain injury (Rasmus-
sen et al., 2008; Smits et al., 2009).
Here we use behavioral inconsistency on a simple choice re-
action time task (CRT) as a marker of the efficiency of sustained
attention after TBI. The neural basis of this vigilance decrement is
investigated by analyzing brain activity at the start and end of the
task. We use traditional fMRI analysis to explore the functional
significance of abnormal brain activation in TBI patients. We
then perform complementary analyses of functional and struc-
tural connectivity. We investigate whether functional connectiv-
ity within the DMN predicts impairments in sustained attention.
Finally, we use diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to investigate
whether the impact of DAI on key white matter tracts relate to
behavioral impairment. The work demonstrates that abnormal
connectivity within the DMN predicts impairments of sustained
attention.
Materials andMethods
Patients: demographic and clinical details.Thirty patients with a history of
TBI were recruited, and 28 are included in the reported analyses (22
males; mean age, 36.7  10.8; range, 18–54 years). They were all in the
post-acute/chronic phase after injury (mean, 28 months; range, 3–73
months). Injury was secondary to assaults (36%), road traffic accidents
(21%), falls (36%) and sports-related injury (7%). Patients were referred
to their local TBI service because of persistent cognitive problems. Based
on the Mayo classification system for TBI severity (Malec et al., 2007),
there were 21 moderate/severe and 7 mild (probable) cases of TBI. This
system integrates the duration of loss of consciousness, length of post-
traumatic amnesia, lowest recorded Glasgow Coma Scale score in the
first 24 h, and initial neuroimaging results. Exclusion criteria were as
follows: neurosurgery, except for invasive intracranial pressuremonitor-
ing (one patient); history of psychiatric or neurological illness before
their head injury; history of significant previous TBI; antiepileptic med-
ication; current or previous drug or alcohol abuse; or contraindication to
MRI. The study was approved by the Hammersmith and Queen Char-
lotte’s and Chelsea research ethics committee, and all participants gave
written informed consent.
Clinical imaging.All patients except one [who had no initial computed
tomography (CT) imaging] had abnormalities either on initial CT imag-
ing or follow-up MRI. Each patient was assessed using standard T1 MRI
to assess evidence of focal brain injury and gradient-echo imaging to
identify microbleeds, a marker of DAI (Scheid et al., 2003). A senior
consultant neuroradiologist reviewed all studyMRI scans. At the time of
the study, they showed the following: 8 had residual evidence of contu-
sions, 11 had microbleeds as demonstrated on gradient-echo imaging, 3
had evidence of both. Contusions were mainly situated in the inferior
parts of the frontal lobes, including the orbitofrontal cortex, and the
temporal poles, in a typical lesion distribution for TBI patients (Gentry et
al., 1988).
Neuropsychological assessment. A detailed neuropsychological battery
was used to assess cognitive function. Current verbal and nonverbal reason-
ing ability was assessed using Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence
Similarities andMatrixReasoning subtests (Wechsler, 1999).Verbal fluency,
letter fluency, and color–word (Stroop) tests were administered from the
Delis–Kaplan Executive Function System to assess cognitive flexibility, inhi-
bition, and set shifting (Delis et al., 2001). The Trail Making Test (forms A
and B) was used to further assess executive functions (Reitan, 1958).Work-
ingmemorywas assessed via theDigit Span subtest of theWechslerMemory
Scale, third edition (WMS-III) (Wechsler, 1997). The LogicalMemory I and
II subtests of the WMS-III were included as measures of immediate and
delayed verbal recall. The people test from theDoors and People test battery
was used as a measure of associative learning and recall (immediate and
delayed) (Baddeley et al., 1994).
Control groups. Two control groups were used. For the functional
imaging study and the DTI analysis, groups of 26 (17 males; mean age,
34.8  9.6) and 28 (20 males; mean age, 37.4  12.1) age-matched
healthy volunteerswere recruited, respectively. Subjects hadnohistory of
neurological or psychiatric disorders.
Choice reaction time task. A simple CRT was used to study sustained
attention in the scanner. The task was simple enough to be performed
accurately by all the subjects, but demanding enough for patients to show
performance decrement [reaction time (RT) increase] as the task pro-
gressed. Similar speeded reaction-time tasks have been used in the past to
investigate some aspects of sustained attention in both humans (Langner
et al., 2010) and animals (Grottick andHiggins, 2002). An initial fixation
cross was presented for 350 ms. This was followed by a response cue
arrow (go signals, or ) lasting 1400ms and towhich subjects were
instructed to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible with a right
or left index finger press. One hundred and forty-four trials were pre-
sentedwith an interstimulus interval of 1.75 s, whichwas not jittered, but
offset to the TR (2 s). Go trials were randomly interleavedwith Rest trials,
during which the fixation cross remained on the screen (ratio of 5/5/4,
right/left/rest).
MRI acquisition. MRI data were obtained using a Philips Intera 3.0
Tesla MRI scanner using Nova Dual gradients, a phased array head coil,
and sensitivity encoding (SENSE) with an undersampling factor of 2.
High-resolution images (T1-weightedMPRAGE)were acquiredwith the
following acquisition parameters: matrix size 208 208; slice thickness,
1.2 mm; 0.94 mm 0.94 mm in-plane resolution; 150 slices; TR, 9.6 ms;
TE, 4.5 ms; flip angle, 8°. Functional MRI images were obtained using a
T2*-weighted gradient-echo echoplanar imaging (EPI) sequence with
whole-brain coverage (TR, 2000; TE, 30; 31 ascending slices, 3.25 mm
thick; gap, 0.75 mm; voxel size, 2.5 2.5 5mm; flip angle, 90°; field of
view, 280 220 123mm;matrix, 112 87). Quadratic shim gradients
were used to correct formagnetic field inhomogeneities within the brain.
T1-weightedwhole-brain structural images were also obtained in all sub-
jects. Paradigms were programmed usingMatlab Psychophysics toolbox
(Psychtoolbox-3; www.psychtoolbox.org), and stimuli were presented
through an IFIS-SA system (In Vivo). Responses were recorded through
a fiber-optic response box (Nordicneurolab) interfacedwith the stimulus
presentation PC running Matlab. Participants had two sessions of imag-
ing: one session consisted of structural brain imaging includingDTI, and
the other of task fMRI. The average time between the sessionswas 1week.
Standard fMRI analysis of the CRT. A high-level description of how
fMRI data was analyzed is presented in Figure 1. Imaging analysis was
performed using fMRI Expert Analysis Tool (FEAT, version 5.98), a part
of FSL (FMRIB Software Library; www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) (Smith et al.,
2004). Image preprocessing involved realignment of EPI images, spatial
smoothing using a 8 mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel,
prewhitening using FMRIB’s Improved Linear Model (FILM), and tem-
poral high-pass filtering using a cutoff frequency of 1/50 Hz. FMRIB’s
Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT) was used to register EPI func-
tional datasets into standard MNI space using the participant’s high-
resolution T1. Two patients were excluded from additional analyses as a
result of problems with registration. fMRI data were analyzed using vox-
elwise time series analysis within the framework of the general linear
model (Beckmann et al., 2003). To this end, a design matrix was gener-
ated with a synthetic hemodynamic response function and its first tem-
poral derivative. To investigate the impact of sustained attention
impairments, brain activation was compared between the first (T1) and
the last (T3) third of the task. To this end, four types of events were
analyzed: Rest and Go trials during T1 (Rest1 andGo1), and Rest and Go
trials during T3 (Rest3 and Go3). The timing of the button press minus
0.2 s was used as the regressor for Go trials. Rest events were modeled
using the trial onset plus 0.35 s. The following contrast images were then
generated: Go3–Go1 and Rest3–Rest1. Group effects analysis was per-
formed using FLAME (FMRIB’s local analysis of mixed effects). Final
statistical images were thresholded using Gaussian random field-based
cluster inference with a height threshold of Z 2.3 and a cluster signif-
icance threshold of p  0.05. To control for the possible effect of inter-
individual differences in gray matter density on the BOLD signal (Oakes
et al., 2007), individual gray matter density maps were included in the
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FEAT GLM as a confound regressor. Gray matter maps were extracted
using FMRIB’s automated segmentation tool (FAST), registered in stan-
dard space, smoothed to match the fMRI data (Filippini et al., 2009). To
further explore the change in activation in the precuneus, a region of
interest (ROI) analysis was also performed. Mean percentage BOLD sig-
nal change was extracted from a 10 mm radius sphere centered on the
local maxima from the contrast Rest3–Rest1 in patients versus controls
(MNI coordinates, x4, y68, z 34) (see Table 3).
To investigate further the relationship between brain activation and
sustained attention, the patients were split into two subgroups according
to their ability to maintain a consistent performance over time. The
slowing of RT and increase in error rates as subjects perform a task over
time have both been used asmarkers of reductions in sustained attention
(Whyte et al., 1995; Paus et al., 1997; Pattyn et al., 2008; Langner et al.,
2010). In patients with brain injury, this type of vigilance decrementmay
be a particularly useful measure (Malhotra et al., 2009). In our study,
although patientsmaintained the accuracy of their performance, RT dec-
rement was highly variable across individuals. As a result, high- and
low-sustained attention (SA) groups were defined on the basis of how
much the patient’s RT slowed down over the course of the task using a
median split of RT changes.
Functional connectivity analysis. For the functional connectivity anal-
yses, we used an independent component analysis (ICA)-based approach
(using multivariate exploratory linear decomposition into independent
components) (Beckmann and Smith, 2004) in combination with a “dual
regression technique” (Filippini et al., 2009; Zuo et al., 2010; Leech et al.,
2011). This involved an initial ICA decomposition of the data, followed
by further functional connectivity analysis of the output of the ICA. This
approach has a number of advantages over the use of seed voxel-based
approaches and has been used to probe behavioral and pathology-related
differences inmultiple populations (Damoiseaux et al., 2008; Filippini et
al., 2009).
Temporal concatenation ICA was first used to define 25 reference
network maps common to task performance in patients and controls
(Beckmann et al., 2005). We then selected a single reference component
that captured the previously described DMN, and a set of anticorrelated
brain regions described previously as being part of both an executive
control network (including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) and a sa-
lience network (including the anterior cingulate and anterior insular
cortices) (Seeley et al., 2007). We refer to this network as the executive
control/salience network (EC/SN) (see Fig. 4A). To dissociate the respec-
tive effect of DMN and EC/SN functional connectivity, this component
was split into its positive (DMN) and negative (EC/SN) parts. These two
subcomponents were further analyzed separately. Preprocessed func-
tional data from each individual were split into three equal parts, allow-
ing the analysis of the initial and last thirds of the CRT separately.
Subsequent functional connectivity analysis was performed using the
dual regression approach (Filippini et al., 2009). This approach allows
the derivation of the individual independent component (IC) time
courses and spatial maps corresponding to the DMN and EC/SN.
Dual regression proceeds in three steps. In step 1, all unthresholded
group maps from the ICA output are linearly regressed against the first
and the last third of the preprocessed functional data from each individ-
ual (spatial regression). This produces subject-specific time courses of
signal fluctuation corresponding to each group-level IC. In step 2, the
time courses are variance normalized and then linearly regressed against
the corresponding fMRI data (temporal regression), converting each
time series into subject-specific spatial maps of the corresponding com-
ponent (in this case the EC/SN and DMN). This method reliably pro-
duces subject-specific approximations to the unthresholded spatial ICs
in the group ICA output (Zuo et al., 2010). In step 3, these individual-
level dual-regression components were subsequently used to evaluate
individual functional connectivity. We extracted functional connectivity
from ROIs within the DMN and EC/SN separately for T1 and T3. Three
Figure 1. Overview of the methods used to analyze behavioral and brain changes during the performance of the CRT.
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ROIs were defined using the peaks of functional connectivity local max-
ima from the DMN and EC/SN components. They corresponded to
the two major DMN nodes (MNI coordinates, precuneus, 6, 62, 28;
vmPFC, 2, 54, 8) and a region of the EC/SN where patients with
sustained attention impairment showed increased activation over time
[anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), 2, 22, 40]. The measures derived
from this analysis index the strength of functional connectivity from each
region to the rest of its network during T1 and T3 separately. For in-
stance, the measure plotted on Figure 4B represents the functional con-
nectivity of the precuneus to the rest of the DMN during T1, controlling
for age. The average gray matter densities of the DMN and EC/SN were
extracted from individual gray matter density maps used previously as
confound regressors in the FEAT analysis. To control for individual vari-
ability in gray matter density, these measures were regressed-out of the
functional connectivity analyses.
Structural connectivity: DTI. Diffusion-weighted volumes with gradi-
ents applied in 64 noncollinear directions were collected. The following
parameters were used: 73 contiguous slices; slice thickness, 2mm; field of
view, 224mm;matrix, 128 128 (voxel size, 1.75 1.75 2mm3); b
1000; and four images with no diffusion weighting (b  0 s/mm2).
Diffusion-weighted images were registered to the b  0 image by affine
transformations to minimize distortion caused by motion and eddy cur-
rents, and then brain extracted using BET (Brain Extraction Tool)
(Smith, 2002), part of the FSL image-processing toolbox (Smith et al.,
2004). Voxelwise fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD)
maps were generated using FMRIB’s Diffusion Toolbox in FSL. A region
of interest approach was taken, focusing on the two cingulum bundles
that connect the precuneus/PCC and vmPFC nodes in the DMN. In
addition, we studied the right superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) to
investigate whether white matter damage in the right frontoparietal at-
tentional system was correlated with sustained attention impairment.
Probabilistic maps of these tracts were derived from the Johns Hopkins
University ICBM-DTI-81 white-matter labels atlas available in FSL
(Mori et al., 2005). We did not use probabilistic tractography to define
individual tracts because of the inherent difficulty in interpreting the
output of tractography in patient groups with white matter disruption
(Hua et al., 2008). The tracts were binarized, translated to each subject’s
individual diffusion space using FLIRT, thresholded at 0.5, and rebina-
rized. The aim was to include only the core of the tract, while excluding
peripheral parts of the fiber tract that show pronounced interindividual
variability. FA and MD values were then extracted from the tracts of
interest.
Voxel-basedmorphometry analysis.To test for groupdifferences in gray
matter density, we also conducted a voxel-based morphometry (VBM)
analysis. Structural data were analyzedwith FSL-VBM, a VBM style anal-
ysis (Ashburner and Friston, 2000;Good et al., 2001) performedwith FSL
tools (Smith et al., 2004). First, structural images were brain extracted
using BET (Smith, 2002). Next, tissue-type segmentation was performed
using FAST4 (Zhang et al., 2001). The resulting gray-matter partial vol-
ume imageswere then aligned toMNI 152 standard space using the affine
registration tool FLIRT (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001). Images were then
averaged to create a study-specific template, to which the native gray
matter images were then nonlinearly reregistered. The registered partial
volume images were then modulated (to correct for local expansion or
contraction) by dividing by the Jacobian of the warp field. The modu-
lated segmented images were smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian ker-
nel with a  value of 3 mm and thresholded at a nominal t value of 2.3.
Finally, a voxelwiseGLMwas applied using permutation-based nonpara-
metric testing, correcting for multiple comparisons across space. We
used two distinct design matrices to compare patients with all controls,
and then patients with low versus high sustained attention.
Results
Behavior
Our patients had a cognitive profile typical of TBI (Millis et al.,
2001), with impairments of information processing speed, exec-
utive function, and associative learning and memory (Table 1).
The patients performed the CRT accurately (96% correct), al-
thoughwith slower RT andmore intraindividual variability (IIV)
than controls (Table 2), both of which are hallmarks of atten-
tional problems after TBI (Stuss et al., 1989; Whyte et al., 1995).
As a group, the patients were unable to maintain consistent per-
formance over time, as demonstrated by a comparison of RT
between the first (T1) and last thirds (T3) of the task. A time by
group mixed ANOVA showed a significant interaction (F(1,52)
8.076; p 0.006), resulting from patients’ responses at T3 being
significantly slower than at T1 (t  4,51; df  28; p  0.001)
Table 1. Neuropsychological results
Cognitive variable Controls (mean SD) Patients (mean SD) High SA (mean SD) Low SA (mean SD)
Similarities raw score 35.1 5.7 38.8 3.9** 39.5 2.4** 38.1 4.9
Matrix reasoning raw score 27.1 4.5 28.5 4.6 29.1 4.2 27.9 5.15
Verbal fluency, letter fluency 47.2 13.0 42.7 9.7 44.4 8.2 41.2 11.1
Stroop color naming (s) 29.2 31.3 34.8 10.4 31.5 8.8 38.2 11.1
Stroop word reading (s) 23.0 4.7 23.0 5.2 22.0 4.8 24.07 5.5
Stroop inhibition (s) 24.5 11.2 57.6 24.1*** 47.8 14.9*** 67.5 27.8*, ***
Stroop inhibition switching (s) 50.4 17.3 69.3 25.5*** 64.6 19.6** 74.4 30.6***
Trail Making Test A (s) 20.5 5.8 27.2 9.1*** 26.8 8.8** 27.6 9.5***
Trail Making Test B (s) 49.7 35.7 67.9 39.1 54.9 27 81 45.5**
Digit Span forward 11.6 2.2 10.6 1.8 10.4 1.9 10.7 1.8
Digit Span backward 7.6 1.9 7.3 2.2 7.8 2.2 6.8 2.2
Logical Memory I 1st recall total 27.1 8.5 27.9 6.7 27.3 7.9 28.5 5.4
Logical Memory I recall total 43.8 12.6 45.9 8.4 45.1 9.6 46.6 7.2
Logical Memory II recall total 26.3 8.1 29.2 7.8 29.4 7.0 29.0 8.8
People test immediate total 28.6 6.0 24.1 4.9** 22.8 4.2*** 25.5 5.4
People test delayed total 8.8 3.6 9.3 2.0 9.1 2.2 9.5 1.9
Neuropsychological results for high- and low-SA TBI patient groups compared to an age-matched control group. Significant differences between TBI patient groups are shown by *p 0.05. Significant differences between patients and
controls are shown by **p 0.05 and ***p 0.01. The color-naming, word-reading, inhibition/switching, and letter fluency tests are from the Delis–Kaplan Executive Function System.
Table 2. Behavioral results
Whole task T1 T3
TBI patients
Mean RT (ms) 461.3 18.2* 447.7 18.3 472.2 19.1*, ***
IIV 0.189 0.011* 0.169 0.0117 0.195 0.014**
% Accuracy 96.4 1.1* 96.0 0.9* 96.5 0.5*
Controls
Mean RT (ms) 417.6 7.4 431.9 7.6 419.4 7.2
IIV 0.154 0.007 0.153 0.010 0.148 0.008
% Accuracy 98.1 0.2 98.3 0.4 98.2 0.4
Behavioral results for TBI patients and controls on thewhole CRT and for T1 and T3 separately. Significant differences
between patients and controls shown by *p 0.05 and **p 0.01. Significant differences between the first and
last parts shown by ***p 0.01.
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and also slower than those of controls at
T3 (t2.52; df 53; p 0.015) (Table
2). Separate ANOVAs were also per-
formed for IIVandaccuracy.These showed
a significant effect of group in both cases,
but no interaction. Patients showed more
IIV (F(1,52) 5.126; p 0.028) andmargin-
ally lower accuracy than controls (F(1,52)
6.625; p 0.013).
Ourmeasure of sustained attention abil-
ity, RT change, correlated with other mea-
sures of attention and executive function.
First, therewas a significant correlationwith
theoverall IIV(p0.015; r0.455), amea-
sure known to reflect aspects of sustained
attentiondeficits inTBIpatients (Stuss et al.,
1989). Second, when considering IIV dur-
ing T1 and T3 separately, RT slowing
showed no correlation with IIV at T1, but
was correlated with IIV at T3 (one-tailed
p 0.037; r 0.342), suggesting a rela-
tionship between vigilance decrement,
as measured by change in RT, and the
moment-to-moment lapses of attention
that combine to produce a high IIV.
Third, the change in RT also correlated
with a neuropsychological measure of
inhibition (Stroop inhibition RT), which
has been suggested to be tightly coupled
with sustained attention (one-tailed p
0.03; r  0.358) (Robertson et al., 1997;
Fernandez-Duque and Posner, 2001). These relationships sug-
gest that the measure of RT change is useful as a general
marker of sustained attention deficits in our patients.
Neuroimaging
Whole-brain event-related analysis of the CRT revealed a predictable
pattern of activationwithin bilateral sensory,motor, and superior pari-
etal regions, as well as within the supplementary motor area, occipital
regions, and the thalami, and left insula. As expected, deactivation was
observedwithintheDMN,withapeakdeactivationinthevmPFC.Over
the whole run, task-related activation and deactivation was similar for
patients and controls, suggesting an absence of general, nonspe-
cific changes in brain physiology after TBI.
Default mode network activation increases over time
in patients
We expected that impairments in sustained attention would be
accompanied by abnormal activation within networks involved
in supporting attentional processing. Initially, we investigated
this by comparing brain activation at T1 with that at T3, where
patients showed abnormally variable performance (see Fig. 1 for
overview of methods). Rest and Go trials were analyzed sepa-
rately. In general there were increases of activation at T3 for both
groups. In controls, T3 Go trials were associated with signifi-
cantly greater activation within the right inferior frontal gyrus
(IFG) and insula. Patients showed a distinct and more extended
increase on Go trials within parts of the DMN, including the
precuneus, vmPFC, and bilateral inferior parietal lobes. There
were no regions that were less activated at T3 than T1. For Rest
trials, only patients showed increased activation from T1 to T3.
This was observed particularly within the DMN, with peaks of
activation in the vmPFC, precuneus, and left inferior parietal
lobe. Increased activation was also observed in the left IFG.
We next directly compared patients and controls. For Go tri-
als, patients showed a greater increase in activation than controls
fromT1 to T3 in themedial PFC, with a peak of activation within
the rostral superior frontal gyrus (Fig. 2; Table 3). For Rest trials,
Figure 2. Impairments of sustained attention after TBI are associated with increased DMN activity. A, Brain regions that
increase activation more in patients than controls for Go (Go3–Go1) and Rest trials (Rest3–Rest1). B, Brain regions that increase
activationmore inpatientswith lowSA than thosewithhighSA.Results are superimposedon theMNI152T11mmbrain template.
A Z-statistic threshold of 2.3 combined with a corrected cluster significance threshold probability of p 0.05 was used. R, Right.
C,D, The two bottom graphs represent the percentage BOLD signal change in the precuneus/PCC (4,68, 34) for the contrasts
Go3–Go1 and Rest3–Rest1 in controls (blue) and patients (orange) (C), and in high-SA (yellow) and low-SA (red) patients (D).
Table 3. Whole brain analysis local maxima
MNI coordinates
Z score x y z
Patients vs controls
Go3 vs Go1
L frontal pole 4.32 18 46 38
R medial frontal gyrus 3.88 4 54 16
L superior frontal gyrus 3.86 2 34 54
Rest3 vs Rest1
Brain stem 4.5 0 26 24
L precuneus 4.46 4 68 34
L temporal pole/parahippocampal gyrus 4.35 32 4 26
R medial frontal gyrus 4.42 8 58 14
R superior frontal gyrus 3.75 4 32 46
L superior frontal gyrus 3.59 14 36 36
Low-SA vs high-SA patients
Go3 vs Go1
L inferior frontal gyrus 5.25 52 30 10
L superior frontal gyrus 5.21 4 44 34
L posterior cingulate cortex 4.42 2 46 18
L inferior parietal lobe 4.7 50 66 34
Rest3 vs Rest1
L precuneus 4.72 8 74 30
L posterior cingulate cortex 4.57 2 44 24
Local maxima of brain activations for individual clusters from the comparisons of patients and controls, and the
comparison of the two groups of patients (high vs low SA). Coordinates are given for brain activation in T3 T1 for
Go (Go3 vs Go1) andRest (Rest3 vs Rest1) trials,with associated Z values. Activationwithin a clustermay extend into
other cortical and subcortical areas. R, Right; L, left.
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patients showed extensive increases in activation between T1 and
T3 in parts of the DMN including the precuneus, the PCC, the
vmPFC, and the left parahippocampal gyrus (Fig. 2; Table 3).
Increased activation was also seen in the superior frontal gyri and
the brain stem. This was the result of patients showing increased
activation from T1 to T3 (Fig. 2C).
Impairments of sustained attention after TBI are associated
with increased DMN activation over time
Behavior in high- and low-SA groups
For the purposes of our imaging analysis, we defined two sus-
tained attention groups by splitting the patients into those with
low and high RT change between T1 and T3. This allowed us to
directly address heterogeneity within the patients group, by com-
paring patients with high and low SA.
AnANOVA comparing the groups’ RT at T1 and T3 showed a
significant time by group interaction (F(1,26)  43.192; p 
0.0005) (Fig. 3). As was highly likely, the low-SA group showed a
significant increase inRTbetweenT1 andT3 (t7.75; df 13;
p 0.0005). In contrast, the performance of the high-SA group
was stable over time. We also compared the two patient groups
with controls. The low-SA group had higher RT than controls at
T3 (t  3.578; df  38; p  0.001). In contrast, there was no
difference between the high-SA patients and controls.
An ANOVA comparing IIV in the high- and low-SA groups
showed no group by time interaction, although in the low-SA
group therewas a trend toward an increase in IIV betweenT1 and
T3 (t  1.79; df  13; p  0.096) that was not present in the
high-SA group (p  0.45). In addition, low-SA patients had
higher IIV than controls at T3 (t3.469; df 38; p 0.001).
Again, high-SA patients and controls were not significantly
different. Accuracy was not significantly different between the
high- and low-SA groups. Comparing the two patient groups
to controls, the high-SA group performed less accurately at T1
than controls (t 2.90; df 38; p 0.006), whereas the low-SA
group performed less accurately than controls at T3 (t  2.09;
df 38; p 0.043).
Neuroimaging results for high- and low-sustained attention
groups
The two patient groups showed a different pattern of brain acti-
vation within the DMN. The low-SA group showed a greater
increase in activation within the PCC from T1 to T3 than the
high-SA group in both Rest and Go trials (Fig. 2, Table 3). On
Rest trials, this difference extended into the precuneus, and on
Go trials, it included additional areas of increased activation in
the left inferior parietal lobe, another node in theDMN, as well as
in the left rostral superior frontal gyrus. This difference was the
result of increased activation from T1 to T3 in the low-SA group
(Fig. 2D). No regions showed decreased activation at the end of
the task. The most consistent change in activation over time was
observed within the precuneus/PCC. Over the whole patient
group, the magnitude of activation change within the precuneus
ROI on Rest trials (see Materials and Methods) correlated posi-
tively with the change in RT over time (r  0.572; p  0.002).
Within this region, the relationship was not observed on Go tri-
als, and was also not seen in controls for either Rest or Go trials.
Importantly, in most other ways the two patient groups were
very similar. The groups showed equivalent RT, IIV, and accu-
racy at T1, demonstrating that both were initially performing the
task at a similar level. The neuropsychological assessment showed
that the low-SA group had more impairment of executive func-
tion, but in other ways was very similar to the high-SA group
(Table 1). In addition, the two groups had comparable injury
severities according to the Mayo classification (low SA, 4 mild
and 10 moderate to severe; high SA, 3 mild and 11 moderate to
severe) and similar times since their injury (low SA, 22  21
months; high SA, 14 10months). There was also no significant
difference in the presence (low SA, 5; high SA, 6) or number of
microbleeds (low SA, 6 4; high SA, 13 12). Only four patients
in each group had focal lesions visible on T1, and the average size
of these lesions was not significantly different (low SA, 8250 
4115 voxels; high SA, 6065  6405 voxels). When the four pa-
tients with lesions were removed from the low-SA group, there
was still a significant increase in RT between T1 and T3 in this
group of patients (t 8.844; df 8; p 0.0005). Furthermore,
the high- and low-SA groups did not differ in age (low SA, 35 9;
high SA, 38 12), gender (low SA, 12 males; high SA, 10 males),
and years of education (15 years in each group). Finally, the
VBM analysis comparing gray matter density showed no differ-
ence between the two groups.
Functional connectivity
Weextended the standard fMRI approach using a dual regression
analysis that provides a voxel-based measure of network func-
tional connectivity for each individual and controls for the effects
of neural activity in other brain regions (Fig. 1) (Filippini et al.,
2009; Zuo et al., 2010). We selected a single component from a
combined ICA in controls and patients for further analysis. This
included the DMN as well as a set of anticorrelated regions (Fig.
4A). The DMN component included the precuneus and vmPFC,
as well as the inferior parietal lobes, middle temporal and frontal
gyri, thalami, and parahippocampal gyri bilaterally. The anticor-
related EC/SN network included parts of the executive control
network described previously (bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal
cortices and supramarginal gyri) and salience network (ACC and
bilateral insulae) (Seeley et al., 2007). Given the findings from the
standard fMRI analysis described above, we examined functional
Figure 3. Behavioral results for the first (T1) and the last (T3) third of the choice reaction
task. Controls (light gray), high-SA TBI patients (middle gray), and low-SA patients (dark gray)
are shown. A, Mean reaction time in seconds. B, IIV SEM. C, Percentage accuracy SEM.
**p 0.001; *p 0.05; Statistical significance. Light gray asterisk refers to p 0.1 difference
between low-SA patients at T1 and T3.
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connectivity of selected regions of interest
within the precuneus and ventromedial
PFC in the DMN and the ACC in the
EC/SN (see Materials and Methods). The
measures derived from this analysis index
the functional connectivity of each region
of interest to the rest of its network (DMN
or EC/SN).
Low functional connectivity within the
DMN predicts impairment in sustained
attention after TBI
Wewere particularly interested in investi-
gating whether functional connectivity
within the DMN could predict sustained
attention ability. Within the patient
group, precuneus functional connectivity
at T1 was strongly correlated with the
change in RT over time (Spearman r 
0.498; p  0.008), a relationship that
was not seen in controls (Fig. 4B). This
correlation remained significant when the
eight patients with focal lesions were re-
moved from the analysis (Spearman’s r
0.691; p 0.001), confirming that it was
not an artifact of the analysis of patients
with focal lesions. There was no signifi-
cant relationship between T1 functional
connectivity of the vmPFC within the
DMN or the ACC within the EC/SN and
change in RT over time.
To test whether functional connectiv-
ity predicts behavior, we performed a
stepwise logistic regression analysis into
which the measures of functional connec-
tivity of the precuneus, vmPFC, and ACC with their respective
networks at T1 were entered. Only the precuneus was included in
the resultingmodel (2 5.0; df 1; p 0.025), which was able
to correctly classify patients into high- and low-SA groups with
63% accuracy. The predictive value of functional connectivity
was not related to the presence of focal cortical lesions: when we
removed the eight patients with focal lesions, the classification
accuracy of the model improved to 69% (2  5.6; df  1; p 
0.018).
Voxel-based morphometry results
As expected, the direct comparison of patients and controls
showed a number of areas with significantly reduced gray matter
density in the patients group. Differences were observed in bilat-
eral insular and central opercular regions, the parahippocampal
gyri, the temporal poles, the putamens, the right inferior tempo-
ral gyrus, and the left inferior frontal gyrus. No significant
difference was observed between the two patients subgroups.
The structure of the right cingulum bundle is correlated with
sustained attention ability
We next investigated whether damage to the structural connec-
tions within the DMN is related to sustained attention impair-
ment. We studied the theoretically selected right and left
cingulum bundles, which connect the posterior and anterior
parts of theDMN (Greicius et al., 2009) (Fig. 5A). In addition, we
investigated the right SLF, which connects parts of the right fron-
toparietal “attention” network (Schmahmann and Pandya,
2006). Our previous work has demonstrated widespread white
matter damage in a similar patient group usingDTI (Kinnunen et
al., 2010). As expected, patients showed lower FA and higherMD
than controls. FA was lower in patients compared to controls in
the right (t 2.404; df 54; p 0.02) and left cingulum bundles
(t 2.419; df 54; p 0.019), but not in the right SLF. MDwas
Figure 4. Low functional connectivitywithin the DMNpredicts impairment in sustained attention after TBI.A, Reference ICA compo-
nent showing thedefaultmodenetwork (warmcolors) andananticorrelatedexecutive control/saliencenetwork (cold colors). Activations
are superimposed on MNI 152 T1 1 mm brain template axial sections from z12 to z 46. R, Right. B, In patients, precuneus
integration during the first part of the task is correlated with the degree of sustained attention impairment that subsequently develops.
Functional connectivity of theprecuneusduring the first third of the task (T1) is plottedagainst change inRTbetween the first and the last
part of the task in controls (left graph; gray lozenges; N 26) and in patients (right graph; black circles; N 28). Measures are age
normalized, i.e., agewas regressed out from themeasures using a linear regression, and residualswere saved as standardized values.
Figure 5. The structure of the right cingulum bundle is correlated with sustained attention
impairment. A, Sagittal view (x 4) of the reference component selected for the functional
connectivity analysis (Fig. 4). Anterior and posterior midline nodes of the DMN are shown in
warm colors, and the midline node within the EN is shown in blue. The right cingulum bundle
connecting the posterior and anterior parts of the DMN is shown in green.B, FA of the cingulum
bundle in patients is plotted against the change in RT between the first and the last part of the
task (N 28). Measures are age normalized, i.e., age was regressed out from the measures
using a linear regression, where residuals were saved as standardized values.
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significantly higher in patients for all three tracts (right cingulum,
t2.216, df 54, p 0.031; left cingulum, t4.216, df
54, p 0.0005; right SLF, t4.302, df 54, p 0.0005).
Whitematter integritywithin the right cingulumbundle showed
a significant correlationwithRTchangebetweenT3andT1.Patients
with greater sustained attention deficits (highRT change) had lower
FA in this tract (Spearman’s r0.397; p 0.037) (Fig. 5B). No
significant relationship was found between sustained attention and
FA orMD in the two other tracts investigated.
Discussion
TBI frequently produces impairments of sustained attention.
These can manifest as a failure to maintain consistent goal-
directed behavior over time (Stuss et al., 1989;Whyte et al., 1995).
Here we show that this type of cognitive impairment is associated
with abnormalitieswithin theDMN.The ability to regulateDMN
activity appears to be a central part of normal brain function,with
greater relative deactivation seen during more cognitively de-
manding tasks (Singh and Fawcett, 2008; Pyka et al., 2009; Zhang
and Li, 2010). We show that impairments of sustained attention
after TBI, as revealed by behavioral inconsistency, are associated
with an increase in DMN activity. Furthermore, despite the ab-
sence of any initial performance difference between high- and
low-functioning patients, initial functional connectivity within
the DMN predicts the development of sustained attention defi-
cits. The presence of focal brain injury or differences in gray
matter density does not explain our findings, as DMN functional
connectivity predicts performance in a subgroup of patients
without focal lesions. Instead, white matter damage in key tracts
appears to be critical. Using DTI, we show that greater structural
disconnection within the DMN is also associated with impair-
ments of sustained attention. Our results demonstrate that
abnormalities in DMN function are a sensitive marker of im-
pairments of attention and support the conclusion that
changes in connectivity within the DMN are central to the devel-
opment of attentional impairment after TBI.
We defined our two patient groups based on a measure of
performance decline over time (vigilance decrement). This is dis-
tinct from moment-to-moment changes in attention (vigilance
level) (Sarter et al., 2001). Both have been used to study sustained
attention, and vigilance decrement appears to be a particularly
sensitive marker after brain injury (Whyte et al., 1995; Rueckert
and Grafman, 1996; Malhotra et al., 2009). The task we used was
deliberately simple to ensure that all patients were able to per-
form it accurately. This had important advantages. First, it en-
sured that accuracy was balanced between the high- and low-SA
groups, an important consideration in functional imaging stud-
ies (Price et al., 2006). Second, the design allowed us to focus on
a common clinical problem. TBI patients may perform tasks well
initially, but often find it difficult tomaintain their attentional focus,
leading to impaired performance over time (Stuss et al., 1989). By
using a simple repetitive task, we were able to reproduce this prob-
lem without including additional cognitive complexity inherent in
many standard cognitive assessments of attention and executive
functions (Robertson et al., 1997).
An important issue in determining patients’ outcomes after
TBI is that similar severities of injury lead to highly variable cog-
nitive outcomes (Lowenstein, 2009). Impairments of sustained
attention are a key problem, and we show that connectivity of the
DMN predicts variability in sustained attention impairment.
This is unlikely to be a nonspecific effect of injury severity. The
high- and low-SA groups were well balanced in terms of clinical
injury severity, general cognitive function, and focal lesion vol-
ume. Indeed, our predictive model improved when a subgroup
without focal lesions was analyzed, suggesting that the result is
not secondary to artifacts in the image analysis that might be
produced by the presence of focal lesions.
In healthy individuals, the failure to suppress activity in the
PCC and precuneus is associated with momentary attentional
lapses, as indicated by trial-to-trial increases in reaction times
(Weissman et al., 2006). Converging evidence is provided by sin-
gle cell recordings from monkeys’ PCC, which similarly show
that increases in the firing rate of PCC neurons just before a
monkey’s response are associated with RT slowing and increased
error rates (Hayden et al., 2009). Over a longer time period, we
demonstrate that increased activity in the same part of the DMN
predicts which patients show slower reaction times as the task
progresses. Together, these results suggest that increasing activity
in the precuneus and PCC is associated with a shift away from
sustained and focused goal-directed behavior. Previous studies of
TBI patients have reported increased activation of the PCC and
precuneus during attentionally demanding tasks (Levine et al.,
2006; Rasmussen et al., 2008; Smits et al., 2009). This has often
been interpreted as reflecting a compensatory neural process
(Caeyenberghs et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2009). Our results suggest
that this is not the case. Rather, increased activation within the
DMN reflects a failure to maintain goal-directed attentional
focus.
The importance of the DMN to sustaining attention is also
emphasized by our functional connectivity results. These com-
plement the traditional fMRI analysis in two main ways. First,
high-level cognitive functions such as attention depend upon the
integrated functioning of distributed brain networks (Kim et al.,
1999; Kelly et al., 2008). Therefore, focusing only on relative
changes of the activation in single brain regions is unlikely to
provide a complete description of network function. Second, our
traditional approach involved the comparison ofDMNactivity at
different time points. This relative measure cannot provide pre-
dictive information about changes in behavior that evolve over
the same time period. In contrast, by using dual regression to
investigate DMN functional connectivity in distinct phases of
task performance, we obtain regionally specific yet integrated
network measures, which are independent of the changes in sus-
tained attention over time.
Patients with low initial levels of functional connectivity
showed more RT increase over time. Importantly, the low- and
high-SA groups had similar initial behavioral performance.
Therefore, the predictive information about subsequent perfor-
mance did not simply reflect behavioral performance at T1. The
DMN shows highly reactive changes that reflect cognitive load
(Singh and Fawcett, 2008; Zhang and Li, 2010). Hence, as low-SA
patients showed lower functional connectivity, the initial differ-
ence in functional connectivity is likely to reflect the response of
the DMN to a greater cognitive load associated with the task
performance at T1. To perform efficiently, cognitively impaired
TBI patients are forced to exert more top-down attentional con-
trol (Azouvi et al., 2004; Rasmussen et al., 2008). We suggest that
this control results initially in suppressed functional connectivity
from the precuneus/PCC to the rest of the DMN, a change ac-
companied by a failure of consistent DMN regulation over time.
Our results are to some extent compatible with both main
cognitive theories of vigilance decrement. Higher cognitive load
for impaired patients at the start of the task could result in a
decreased attentional capacity over time because of mental fa-
tigue. This has been suggested as a cause of vigilance decrement,
as attentional resources are temporarily depleted by overuse
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(Lisper and Tornros, 1974; Grier et al., 2003; Langner et al.,
2010). An alternative proposal is that vigilance decrement results
from a failure tomaintain attentional focus on a task because of a
withdrawal of top-down control, perhaps associated with under-
arousal, but not necessarily attributable to resource depletion
(Robertson et al., 1997; Manly et al., 1999; Pattyn et al., 2008). As
top-down control declines, patients would be expected to show
less control of their responses andmore distractibility, which has
been demonstrated previously (Robertson et al., 1997). Increased
activation of the precuneus/PCC and other regions of the DMN
have been linked to internally focused attention and mind wan-
dering (Buckner et al., 2008), so our results are also compatible
with this hypothesis. The effects of brain injury onmental fatigue
and mind wandering are likely to be interrelated (Langner et al.,
2010), and one interpretation of our results is that increased ini-
tial cognitive load depletes attentional resources, which subse-
quently makes it more difficult to exert top-down control,
leading to mind wandering and less focused behavior.
The pattern of focal cortical damage we observed cannot ex-
plain our functional imaging results, as the relationship between
functional connectivity and sustained attention was still present
in a subgroup of patients with no focal brain injury, and ourVBM
analysis showed no difference in graymatter volume. Instead our
results highlight the importance of structural disconnection sec-
ondary to DAI in the development of attentional impairment.
The cingulum bundle connects the anterior and posterior mid-
line nodes within the DMN (Greicius et al., 2009), and its struc-
ture has been investigated previously using DTI (van den Heuvel
et al., 2008; Greicius et al., 2009). In the normal brain, the right
cingulum bundle structure correlates with individual differences
in attention (Takahashi et al., 2010). We showed that after TBI,
reduced FA in the right cingulum bundle is associated with im-
pairments of sustained attention. As expected, our patients
showed evidence of widespread axonal damage. However, the
relationship with sustained attention was specific to the right
cingulum bundle, emphasizing the importance of this tract for
this process.
Our results emphasize the importance of the precuneus and
PCC as nodes in a system involved in the regulation of attention.
Although these regions are rarely focally damaged, they appear to
be vulnerable to the effects of structural disconnection, perhaps
because of their dense connectivity (Hagmann et al., 2008). We
provide evidence that DMN function predicts sustained atten-
tion impairments after TBI, and that disconnection within this
network is likely to be the underlying structural cause.
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